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Day 5
In neuroscience, the concept of ‘flow’ is currently all the rage. Flow describes a specific mental state

that allows us to focus intensely on a single task or subject matter. In this state, time will actually

appear to dilate and slow around us, giving us more time to react and improving our performance

significantly. At the same time, we become faster at solving problems and reacting and we can

completely block out all distracting thoughts and temptations. So, what is this ‘flow’ exactly and how

does it come about?

 

Flow is a certain mental state in much the same way that the ‘fight or flight’ puts us into a particular

state of mind. In fact, a flow state is very similar to the fight or flight response with the primary

difference being that fight or flight makes us more panicked and distracted whereas flow is slightly

calmer and more positive. Both states though are triggered by a sense of danger and importance.

When the body detects that it is in danger, or working toward a highly important goal, then it will

produce chemicals such as dopamine, norepinephrine and cortisol. These increase the heart rate,

contract the muscles and generally make us more highly alert and ready for action.

 

The difference is that a flow state also produces serotonin (the feel good hormone) and anandamide

(the ‘bliss’ hormone). This makes the sensation far more euphoric and also makes us more creatively

inclined. In other words: this is danger/importance with enjoyment and excitement.

 

Common ‘triggers’ of flow states include surfing, snow boarding and sports. This is any moment when

you have lost track of time and what you are and instead begun to move purely through space

without distraction. This can also happen when you’re performing in a band and you become ‘one

with the music’. Or when you’re engaged in fascinating discussion and you lose all track of time. So

how do you access this incredible mental state and find your flow? The answer is that it requires you

to focus 100% on what you’re doing by building up its importance in your mind. Using meditation can

help you to generally improve your focus, while practising CBT (cognitive behavioral therapy) can

teach you to change the way you feel about different activities. Ultimately though, you have to remind

yourself why what you’re doing is important and to fully engage in that moment. Only then can you

tap into your flow!

 

 

the power of go with the flow



What we’re describing here

really, is a person who is

completely in-tune with their

emotions and their own

impulses, rather than

someone who is constantly

trying to overcome a haze of

self-doubt and of concern

over what they should be

doing.

 

Once you remove the

anxieties that come from

behaving the way you think

you should and the way that

others think you should, you

can start to become in-tune

with who you really are. You

are clearing away the mental

fog and beginning to more

purely express yourself.

 

Someone who believed very

strongly in this was Bruce

Lee. Bruce Lee often

discussed the importance of

being true to yourself and

being completely in-tune

with your impulses and

emotions: rather than acting

in any way that was false or

forced.

 

 

 

FLOW LIKE WATER 
This, Bruce Lee believed, is
the secret to tapping into
your inner power and your
greatest artistic beauty. One
of his most famous quotes
describes this concept
eloquently:
 
“You must be shapeless,
formless, like water. When
you pour water in a cup, it
becomes the cup. When
you pour water in a bottle, it
becomes the bottle. When
you pour water in a teapot,
it becomes the teapot.
Water can drip and it can
crash. Become like water
my friend.”
 
Another, lesser known
quote that expresses the
same sentiment says:
 
“Moving, be like water. Still,
be like a mirror. Respond
like an echo.”
 
 
In martial arts and in
performance, acting in this
way makes you far faster
and more formidable
because you are avoiding
overthinking situations and
instead acting purely on
instinct and reaction. 
 

 

This state is described in
martial arts as ‘mushin’
or ‘no mind’: where your
honed instincts and
reflexes allow you to
fight without any
conscious thought.
 
In sports and athletics this

state is called ‘flow’ and is

described by neuroscientists

as ‘temporal hypofrontality’

meaning that the frontal

regions of the brain are

suppressed and only the

more instinctive areas are lit

up.

 

Something similar happens

when we’re in an amazing

conversation and we forget

about the passage of time, or

when we are playing an

instrument in a band and we

seem to almost become one

with the music.

 

This is us at our very best and

at our purest.

 



today's exercises

Zayra Mo

1 THING AT
A TIME!

Whe we open up too many
applications, or activities, we
slow down or crash just like
our electronics. Pick the
application you want, and do
that one activity.
 
As a variation, take 1 moment
at a time. Maybe you don't
know how to make it through
the day, but you can make it
through the next hour, or the
next five minutes. Focus on
manageable periods of time,
re-upping your commitment
to cope in healthy ways.

Do only one thing in this moment.

PICK YOUR
ACTIVITIES!

Make a list of activities you
enjoy when life feels better,
or consult an activity list
online or in a manual.
 
Maintain a schedule of
pleasant activities to do
mindfully.
 
Choose an activity and get
going now!

Stay busy with the activities that
keep your mind focused on the
healthy and helpful.



today's exercises
ACCEPT YOUR
EMOTIONS

When depressed, get into
behaviors that lift you; when
anxious, get into behaviors that
relax you; and when angry, get
into behaviors that calm you.
 
Check your emotion(s) in this
moment, and, if you want a
change, decide to participate in
a healthy behavior to create a
new emotion.

Emotions flow from what we do.
Change your behavior to create a
different emotion.

TAKE A
VACATION

Vacation means taking a break
from your crisis or the other
stressors of life.
 
Breaks need to be planned.
 
Schedule a walk in the park, an
afternoon of your favorite
shows, or 5 minutes of quiet
time to breath, or to travel or
to go to a retreat.
 

Give yourself a break whenever
you need to refresh and
rejuvenate.

SYNCHRONIZE
WITH ALPHA!

Alpha brainwaves are dominant
during quietly flowing
thoughts, and in some
meditative states. Alpha is 'the
power of now', being here, in
the present. 
 
Alpha is the resting state for
the brain. Alpha waves aid
overall mental coordination,
calmness, alertness, mind/body
integration and learning. Listen
to my alpha frequency
meditation!

Alpha state is when your brain are
relax, focus and in the zone where
you can flow in the activities your
like.



Be in alpha state! Listen to my sound bath of
alpha frequency. Let your
thoughts flow and when I
finish, write the good ideas
became to you.



This is the retreat you been dreaming to do because is an holistic program

to transform and reset your lifestyle. Imagine yourself disconnected from

your busy world in the top of a mountain with an ocean view where the

master healer Zayra Mo will help you to unwind your mind, uplift your soul

and reset your body. With her expertise you will restore your body energy

with gentle yoga, you will dive in calm frequency waves during the live

music meditations and sound baths with her crystal singing bowls and you

will finally learn how to do the changes you want to do in your lifestyle and

life purpose with her transformational coaching sessions.

 

All inclusive: foods, massages, excursions, airport transportation, classes

and more. Click HERE to learn more! (Only for 14 persons. Separate your

spot today!
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WE KNOW YOU WANT TO BE PART
OF SOMETHING SPECIAL AND

LIFE CHANGING!
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https://www.wetravel.com/trips/ultimate-women-s-retreat-to-reboot-your-life-with-gentle-yoga-caribe-yoga-las-galeras-96024872
https://www.wetravel.com/trips/ultimate-women-s-retreat-to-reboot-your-life-with-gentle-yoga-caribe-yoga-las-galeras-96024872

